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The Archery Contest Author: Walter Scott. At the beginning of the contest a stranger appears to take part in the
shooting. He tells Prince John that his name is Locksley.

The Archery Contest Author: Walter Scott At the beginning of the contest a stranger appears to take part in the
shooting. He tells Prince John that his name is Locksley. A target was placed at the upper end of the southern
avenue which led to the lists. The contending archers took their station in turn, at the bottom of the southern
access, the distance between that station and the mark allowing full distance for what was called a shot at
rovers. The archers, having previously determined by lot their order of precedence, were to shoot each three
shafts in succession. The sports were regulated by an officer of inferior rank, termed the Provost of the Games;
for the high rank of the marshals of the lists would have been held degraded, had they condescended to
superintend the sports of the yeomanry. One by one the archers, stepping forward, delivered their shafts
yeomanlike and bravely. Of twenty-four arrows, shot in succession, ten were fixed in the target, and the others
ranged so near it, that, considering the distance of the mark, it was accounted good archery. Of the ten shafts
which hit the target, two within the inner ring were shot by Hubert, a forester in the service of Malvoisin, who
was accordingly pronounced victorious. If thou dost beat this braggart, Hubert, I will fill the bugle with
silver-pennies for thee. Hubert, who, as victor in the first trial of skill, had the right to shoot first, took his aim
with great deliberation, long measuring the distance with his eye, while he held in his hand his bended bow,
with the arrow placed on the string. At length he made a step forward, and raising the bow at the full stretch of
his left arm, till the centre or grasping-place was nigh level with his face, he drew his bowstring to his ear. The
arrow whistled through the air, and lighted within the inner ring of the target, but not exactly in the centre. He
was speaking almost at the instant that the shaft left the bowstring, yet it alighted in the target two inches
nearer to the white spot which marked the centre than that of Hubert. Nevertheless, my grandsire drew a good
bow"â€” "The foul fiend on thy grandsire and all his generation! And letting fly his arrow with a little more
precaution than before, it lighted right upon that of his competitor, which it split to shivers. The people who
stood around were so astonished at his wonderful dexterity, that they could not even give vent to their surprise
in their usual clamor. He began to peel this with great composure, observing at the same time, that to ask a
good woodsman to shoot at a target so broad as had hitherto been used, was to put shame upon his skill. A
child of seven years old," he said, "might hit yonder target with a headless shaft; but," added he, walking
deliberately to the other end of the lists, and sticking the willow wand upright in the ground, "he that hits that
rod at five-score yards, I call him an archer fit to bear both bow and quiver before a king, an it were the stout
King Richard himself. If this yeoman can cleave that rod, I give him the bucklersâ€”or rather I yield to the
devil that is in his jerkin, and not to any human skill; a man can but do his best, and I will not shoot where I
am sure to miss. Be the first to write a review about this short story your name.
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The Archery Contest is a fun, energetic romp, and author Lori Lyn has the perfect voice for pulling off the flirtatious,
tempestuous relationship between the heroine and the man she's set her sights on.

Target archery Outdoor target competition. Olympic rules are derived from WA rules. Target archery
competitions may be held indoors or outdoors. Indoor distances are 18 m. Outdoor distances range from 25 m
to 90 m. Competition is divided into ends of 3 or 6 arrows. After each end, the competitors walk to the target
to score and retrieve their arrows. Archers have a set time limit in which to shoot their arrows. Targets are
marked with 10 evenly spaced concentric rings, which have score values from 1 through 10 assigned to them.
In addition, there is an inner 10 ring, sometimes called the X ring. This becomes the 10 ring at indoor
compound competitions. Archers score each end by summing the scores for their arrows. Line breakers, an
arrow just touching a scoring boundary line, will be awarded the higher score. In the past, most targets in
competitive archery use some kind of stalks of grain or grass and may be constructed of marsh grass woven
into a rope then wrapped around into a target. Different rounds and distances use different size target faces.
Field archery A field archer shooting freestyle recurve at 60 meters. Field archery involves shooting at targets
of varying and sometimes unmarked distance, often in rough terrain. Three common types of rounds in the
NFAA are the field, hunter, and animal. The rules and scoring are also significantly different. The archer
begins at the first station of the target and shoot their first arrow. If it hits, they do not have to shoot again. If it
misses, they advance to station two and shoots a second arrow, then to station three for a third if needed.
Scoring areas are vital 20, 16, or 12 and nonvital 18, 14, or 10 with points awarded depending on which arrow
scored first. Again, children and youth shoot from reduced range. One goal of field archery is to improve the
technique required for bowhunting in a more realistic outdoor setting, but without introducing the
complication and guesswork of unknown distances. As with golf , fatigue can be an issue as the athlete walks
the distance between targets across sometimes rough terrain. Other modern competitions[ edit ] The following
are listed on the WA website. These competitions are not as popular as the two listed above, but they are
competed internationally. It is most common to see unmarked distances in 3D archery, as the goal is to
accurately recreate a hunting environment for competition. Though the goal is hunting practice, hunting
broadheads are not used, as they would tear up the foam targets too much. Normal target or field tips, of the
same weight as the intended broadhead, are used instead. In the past 10 years 3D archery has taken new light
with a competitive edge. There is a whole new group of competitions that are no longer considered hunting
practice. Competitions are held in many U. Some competitors will travel thousands of miles a year to compete
to try and claim the world title in 3D archery. This competitive style has been growing in many other countries
and should continue with strong support for many years to come. They each have different rules and scoring
methods. They host a number of competitive shoots across the Eastern United States. There are several classes
in each organization that range from hunter all the way up to professional classes. Each class shoots at
maximum yardages that vary by class. Clout archery Archers shooting clout. The flag should be as near to the
ground as is practicable. A Clout round usually consists of 36 arrows. They can be shot in one direction one
way or both directions two way. All bow types may compete longbows, recurve, barebow and compound. This
rope is divided into the scoring zones of the target: Gold 5 points , Red 4 points , Blue 3 points , Black 2
points and White 1 point. The scores must be called in descending order as with target archery. The IAU
supervises World, Continental and International crossbow shooting championships in 3 disciplines; 30m
Match-crossbow, 10m Match-crossbow and Field-crossbow archery. A feature of this sport is that many
crossbow archers make their own equipment. Shooting takes place on open sports fields or in sports halls
using portable archery target buttresses, once again avoiding the need for the expense of permanent shooting
ranges subject to IAU and local safety regulations being met. Crossbow archers shoot from the standing
position and they must draw the bow string by hand without mechanical assistance. At outdoor competitions
Bolts arrows are shot in "ends" series of three at multi-coloured zone archery target faces. A time limit of three
minutes is allowed per three shots. After a sound signal from the official in charge of shooting, all competitors
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walk forward together to score and collect their bolts from the targets. These rules limit the power, weight and
physical dimensions of equipment for use in archery-style competition. Other restrictions include the use of
mechanical triggers and open sights only. The bowstring has to be drawn by hand without the use of
mechanical assistance. The materials used in construction include laminated hardwoods, aluminium alloy and
composites. The prod, or bow, is usually made from laminated carbon-fibre or glass-fibre which is fitted with
a bowstring made from synthetic fibres. Field crossbow bolts are made from tubular aluminium or
carbon-fibre archery shaft materials. The majority of the crossbows used in this sport are custom made in
small quantities, often by the archers themselves. Flight archery[ edit ] Shooting a specialised compound flight
bow. In flight archery the aim is to shoot the greatest distance; accuracy or penetrating power are not relevant.
It requires a large flat area such as an aerodrome; the Ottoman Empire established an "arrow field" Ok-Meidan
in Istanbul and there were others in several major cities. Modern rules have flight archers shooting in various
classes and weights. Generally they shoot six arrows at each "end" and then search for all of them. Only four
ends are usual in one shoot as per UK rules â€” in the US only one end is permitted. At the end of the shoot,
archers stay by or mark their furthest arrows while judges and their assistants measure the distances achieved.
Flight archery relies on the finest in performance equipment, optimized for the single purpose of greater range,
using various types of bows some unusual such as foot bows. The search for better flight archery equipment
has led to many developments in archery equipment in general, such as the development of carbon arrows. Ski
archery[ edit ] An event very similar to the sport of biathlon except a recurve bow is used in place of a gun.
The athletes ski around a cross-country track and there are two stances in which the athlete must shoot the
targets: During competition the skis can not be removed at any time. The athlete may unfasten the ski when
shooting in the kneeling position but must keep the foot in contact with the ski. The shooting distance is 18
meters and the targets 16 cm in diameter. In certain events, for every missed target, the athlete must ski one
penalty loop. The loop is meters long. In summer or regions with little snow, the European run archery is a
mentionable alternative. Traditional competitions[ edit ] The following are not listed on the WA website but
are competitions that have a long tradition in their respective countries. Beursault[ edit ] A traditional northern
French and Belgian archery contest. Archers teams shoot alternately at two targets facing each other, 50
meters away. A perpendicular array of wooden walls secures a path parallel to the shooting range. After each
round, the archers take their own arrow and shoot directly in the opposite direction thus having opposite
windage. One always shoots the same arrow, supposedly the best built, as it was difficult in medieval times to
have constant arrow quality. The round black-and-white target mimics the size of a soldier: Popinjay or
Papingo [ edit ] Main article: Popinjay sport Two papingos in the Kilwinning Abbey tower museum, Scotland.
A form of archery originally derived from shooting birds on church steeples. Popinjay is popular in Belgium,
and in Belgian Clubs internationally but little known elsewhere. Traditionally, archers stand within 12 feet 3.
These birds must be one Cock, four Hens, and a minimum of twenty-four Chicks. A Cock scores 5 points
when hit and knocked off its perch; a Hen, 3; and a Chick, 1 point. A horizontal variation with Flemish origins
also exists and is also practiced in Canada and the United States A Papingo is also hosted during the summer
in Scotland by the Ancient Society of Kilwinning Archers. The archers shoot at a wooden bird suspended from
the steeple of Kilwinning Abbey. Here only one bird is the target, and the archers take it in turn to shoot with a
longbow until the "bird" is shot down. The archers will shoot to a "mark" then shoot from that mark to another
mark. A mark is a post or flag to be aimed at. As with clout a rope or ribbon is used to score the arrows.
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The contest lasted twenty-four hours, from sunrise until the following dawn. It was a true ordeal, an ascetic exercise
comparable to the austerities practiced by Buddhist monks, such as ten thousand prostrations.

Bow and arrow Clay Hayes drawing a Pacific yew selfbow using the split finger method. Selfbows are made
from a single piece of wood. While there is great variety in the construction details of bows both historic and
modern , all bows consist of a string attached to elastic limbs that store mechanical energy imparted by the
user drawing the string. Bows may be broadly split into two categories: Directly drawn bows may be further
divided based upon differences in the method of limb construction, notable examples being self bows ,
laminated bows and composite bows. Bows can also be classified by the bow shape of the limbs when
unstrung; in contrast to traditional European straight bows, a recurve bow and some types of longbow have
tips that curve away from the archer when the bow is unstrung. The cross-section of the limb also varies; the
classic longbow is a tall bow with narrow limbs that are D-shaped in cross section, and the flatbow has flat
wide limbs that are approximately rectangular in cross-section. The classic D-shape comes from the use of the
wood of the yew tree. The sap-wood is best suited to the tension on the back of the bow, and the heart-wood to
the compression on the belly. Cable-backed bows use cords as the back of the bow; the draw weight of the
bow can be adjusted by changing the tension of the cable. They were widespread among Inuit who lacked easy
access to good bow wood. In different cultures, the arrows are released from either the left or right side of the
bow, and this affects the hand grip and position of the bow. In western archery, the arrow is usually released
from the left hand side of the bow for a right-handed archer. Modern takedown recurve bow Compound bows
are designed to reduce the force required to hold the string at full draw, hence allowing the archer more time to
aim with less muscular stress. Most compound designs use cams or elliptical wheels on the ends of the limbs
to achieve this. Mechanically drawn bows typically have a stock or other mounting, such as the crossbow.
Crossbows typically have shorter draw lengths compared to compound bows. Because of this, heavier draw
weights are required to achieve the same energy transfer to the arrow. These mechanically drawn bows also
have devices to hold the tension when the bow is fully drawn. They are not limited by the strength of a single
archer and larger varieties have been used as siege engines. Types of arrows and fletchings[ edit ] Main article:
Arrow The most common form of arrow consists of a shaft , with an arrowhead at the front end, and fletchings
and a nock at the other end. Arrows across time and history have normally been carried in a container known
as a quiver , which can take many different forms. Shafts of arrows are typically composed of solid wood ,
bamboo , fiberglass , aluminium alloy , carbon fiber , or composite materials. Wooden arrows are prone to
warping. Fiberglass arrows are brittle, but can be produced to uniform specifications easily. Aluminium shafts
were a very popular high-performance choice in the latter half of the 20th century, due to their straightness,
lighter weight, and subsequently higher speed and flatter trajectories. Carbon fiber arrows became popular in
the s because they are very light, flying even faster and flatter than aluminium arrows. Some arrows may
simply use a sharpened tip of the solid shaft, but separate arrowheads are far more common, usually made
from metal, stone, or other hard materials. The most commonly used forms are target points, field points, and
broadheads, although there are also other types, such as bodkin, judo, and blunt heads. Shield cut straight
fletching â€” here the hen feathers are barred red Fletching is traditionally made from bird feathers, but solid
plastic vanes and thin sheet-like spin vanes are used. They are attached near the nock rear end of the arrow
with thin double sided tape, glue, or, traditionally, sinew. The most common configuration in all cultures is
three fletches, though as many as six have been used. Two makes the arrow unstable in flight. When the arrow
is three-fletched, the fletches are equally spaced around the shaft, with one placed such that it is perpendicular
to the bow when nocked on the string, though variations are seen with modern equipment, especially when
using the modern spin vanes. This fletch is called the "index fletch" or "cock feather" also known as "the odd
vane out" or "the nocking vane" , and the others are sometimes called the "hen feathers". Commonly, the cock
feather is of a different color. However, if archers are using fletching made of feather or similar material, they
may use same color vanes, as different dyes can give varying stiffness to vanes, resulting in less precision.
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When an arrow is four-fletched, two opposing fletches are often cock feathers, and occasionally the fletches
are not evenly spaced. The fletching may be either parabolic cut short feathers in a smooth parabolic curve or
shield cut generally shaped like half of a narrow shield , and is often attached at an angle, known as helical
fletching, to introduce a stabilizing spin to the arrow while in flight. Whether helicial or straight fletched,
when natural fletching bird feathers is used it is critical that all feathers come from the same side of the bird.
Oversized fletchings can be used to accentuate drag and thus limit the range of the arrow significantly; these
arrows are called flu-flus. Bowstring Dacron and other modern materials offer high strength for their weight
and are used on most modern bows. Linen and other traditional materials are still used on traditional bows.
Almost any fiber can be made into a bowstring. The author of Arab Archery suggests the hide of a young,
emaciated camel. Bracer , Finger tab , and Thumb ring A right-hand finger tab to protect the hand while the
string is drawn. Most archers wear a bracer also known as an arm-guard to protect the inside of the bow arm
from being hit by the string and prevent clothing from catching the bowstring. The bracer does not brace the
arm; the word comes from the armoury term " brassard ", meaning an armoured sleeve or badge. The Navajo
people have developed highly ornamented bracers as non-functional items of adornment. The myth of the
Amazons was that they had one breast removed to solve this problem. A simple tab of leather is commonly
used, as is a skeleton glove. Medieval Europeans probably used a complete leather glove. Many surviving
Turkish and Chinese examples are works of considerable art. Some are so highly ornamented that the users
could not have used them to loose an arrow. Possibly these were items of personal adornment, and hence
value, remaining extant whilst leather had virtually no intrinsic value and would also deteriorate with time. In
traditional Japanese archery a special glove is used that has a ridge to assist in drawing the string. Release aid
Release aid A release aid is a mechanical device designed to give a crisp and precise loose of arrows from a
compound bow. In another type, known as a back-tension release, the string is automatically released when
drawn to a pre-determined tension. Stabiliser archery Stabilizers are mounted at various points on the bow.
Stabilizers aid in aiming by improving the balance of the bow. Sights, quivers, rests, and design of the riser the
central, non-bending part of the bow make one side of the bow heavier. One purpose of stabilizers are to offset
these forces. A reflex riser design will cause the top limb to lean towards the shooter. In this case a heavier
front stabilizer is desired to offset this action. A deflex riser design has the opposite effect and a lighter front
stabilizer may be used. Stabilizers can reduce noise and vibration. These energies are absorbed by viscoelastic
polymers, gels, powders, and other materials used to build stabilizers. Stabilizers improve the forgiveness and
accuracy by increasing the moment of inertia of the bow to resist movement during the shooting process.
Lightweight carbon stabilizers with weighted ends are desirable because they improve the moment of interia
while minimizing the weight added. Shooting technique and form[ edit ] This section does not cite any
sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. March Historical reenactment of medieval archery Chief Master Sgt. Kevin Peterson
demonstrates safe archery techniques while aiming an arrow at a target on the 28th Force Support Squadron
trap and skeet range at Ellsworth Air Force Base , S. The standard convention on teaching archery is to hold
the bow depending upon eye dominance. However, not everyone agrees with this line of thought. A smoother,
and more fluid release of the string will produce the most consistently repeatable shots, and therefore may
provide greater accuracy of the arrow flight. Some believe that the hand with the greatest dexterity should
therefore be the hand that draws and releases the string. Either eye can be used for aiming, and the less
dominant eye can be trained over time to become more effective for use. To assist with this, an eye patch can
be temporarily worn over the dominant eye. The hand that holds the bow is referred to as the bow hand and its
arm the bow arm. The opposite hand is called the drawing hand or string hand. Terms such as bow shoulder or
string elbow follow the same convention. If shooting according to eye dominance, right-eye-dominant archers
shooting conventionally hold the bow with their left hand. If shooting according to hand dexterity, the archer
draws the string with the hand that possesses the greatest dexterity, regardless of eye dominance. Modern
form[ edit ] To shoot an arrow, an archer first assumes the correct stance. The body should be at or nearly
perpendicular to the target and the shooting line, with the feet placed shoulder-width apart. As an archer
progresses from beginner to a more advanced level other stances such as the "open stance" or the "closed
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stance" may be used, although many choose to stick with a "neutral stance". Each archer has a particular
preference, but mostly this term indicates that the leg furthest from the shooting line is a half to a whole
foot-length from the other foot, on the ground. To load, the bow is pointed toward the ground, tipped slightly
clockwise of vertical for a right handed shooter and the shaft of the arrow is placed on the arrow rest or shelf.
The back of the arrow is attached to the bowstring with the nock a small locking groove located at the
proximal end of the arrow. This step is called "nocking the arrow". Typical arrows with three vanes should be
oriented such that a single vane, the "cock feather", is pointing away from the bow, to improve the clearance
of the arrow as it passes the arrow rest. The bowstring and arrow are held with three fingers, or with a
mechanical arrow release. Most commonly, for finger shooters, the index finger is placed above the arrow and
the next two fingers below, although several other techniques have their adherents around the world, involving
three fingers below the arrow, or an arrow pinching technique. Instinctive shooting is a technique eschewing
sights and is often preferred by traditional archers shooters of longbows and recurves. In either the split finger
or three finger under case, the string is usually placed in the first or second joint, or else on the pads of the
fingers. When using a mechanical release aid, the release is hooked onto the D-loop.
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4: The Archery Contest by Lori Lyn
Archery Contest Walkthrough During the day, go to the archery range in Rattay. This is the same range as the one you
go to in the quest, Train Hard, Fight Easy.

Individual Competition Format Athletes shoot a qualification or ranking round to ascertain seedings in their
division: The ranking round consists of 72 arrows outdoors or 60 arrows indoors, cumulatively scored. The
athlete in each division who finishes with the most points is given the top seed, the athletes with the least the
lowest seed. Athletes then advance to eliminations and finals of head-to-head matches shot in brackets. In
indoor competition, only the top 32 seeded athletes advance. In outdoor competition, the top seeded athletes
advance, while the top eight seeded athletes are given an automatic bye into the third round. Recurve matches
are decided using the set system. Athletes receive two set points for winning each set of three arrows. If both
athletes score the same in a three-arrow set, they both receive one set point. The first athlete to reach six set
points wins the match. Compound matches are decided using cumulative scoring. Athletes shoot 15 arrows in
five ends of three arrows. The athlete with the highest arrow score wins the match. If a recurve match is tied
on five set points or a compound match is tied on cumulative score then the match is decided in a single-arrow
shoot-off. Each athlete shoots one arrow and the arrow that lands closest to the middle wins the match. If no
winner can be decided, the process is repeated until a winner is found. The elimination brackets advance until
there are four athletes remaining to shoot the semifinals. The losers of the two semifinals compete in a bronze
medal match while the winners of the two semifinals compete in the gold medal match to decide who wins the
tournament. Teams comprise three athletes of the same division. It is usually the top scoring three athletes in
qualification, however team managers may choose to substitute athletes. Mixed teams comprise two athletes
of the same bowstyle, one of each gender. It is usually the highest scoring athlete of each gender in
qualification, however team managers may choose to substitute athletes. Teams and mixed teams are seeded
for their elimination matches using the total of the individual ranking round scores of their athletes. Recurve
team and mixed team matches are decided using the set system. Teams receive two set points for winning each
set of six arrows two each ; mixed teams receive two set points for winning each set of four arrows two each.
If both teams or mixed teams score the same in a six- or four-arrow set, they both receive one set point. The
first team or mixed team to reach five set points wins the match. Compound team and mixed team matches are
decided using cumulative scoring. Teams shoot 24 arrows in four ends of six arrows; the team with the highest
arrow total wins the match. Mixed teams shoot 16 arrows in four ends of four arrows; the mixed team with the
highest arrow total wins the match. If a recurve team or mixed team match is tied on four set points or a
compound match is tied on cumulative score then the match is decided in a shoot-off. Each athlete in the team
or mixed team shoots one arrow. The team with the highest score wins the match. Other Competition Formats
While no longer used in international competition, the World Archery Round was previously used as the
qualification round. Also then called the FITA Round, it consists of shooting 36 arrows at 90, 70, 50 and 30
metres for men and 70, 60, 50 and 30 metres for women. The Round and other former international events are
included in the World Archery rulebook. National archery federations around the world use variations of the
World Archery rules and traditional rules in their own countries, making archery one of the most diverse
sports for competition formats in the world.
5: Archery Contest Game - Play online at www.enganchecubano.com
Archery, one of the oldest sports still practiced, is closely linked to the development of civilisation. As a cultural advance,
it was comparable to the discovery of fire and the invention of the wheel.

6: Archery - Summer Olympic Sport
First, get Skorm's Bow. The target all the way in the back on your right side gives you more points, but it's harder to hit,
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of course. While I wait for that one to go back and forth I hit the one in front of it.

7: Modern competitive archery - Wikipedia
Archery Contest is a festival in Gleaner Heights. It occurs Spring 28 in the Town Square between

8: Help with the archery contest - Fable: The Lost Chapters Message Board for Xbox - GameFAQs
Archery Competition is a bronze quest in Fable and Fable TLC and, upon completion, remains an open competition that
can be replayed as many times as you like. "Test your bow skills in the Knothole Glade archery competition." This quest
is similar to the "Archery Grading" during your Guild.

9: Archery Competition | The Fable Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Modern competitive archery involves shooting arrows at a target for accuracy from a set distance or distances. This is
the most popular form of competitive archery worldwide and is called target archery.
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